BRING THE SLC INTO YOUR CLASSROOM

Resources

**WRITING, STUDYING, EAL**
The SLC has a wide variety of writing, learning, studying, and English language learning resources.
- Feature a relevant resource at the beginning of class or tutorial
- Link to resources in Canvas

Participation Marks

**RECOGNIZE STUDENTS’ EFFORTS**
Instructors can offer participation or bonus marks to students who attend SLC consultations or workshops.
- Click to access a record of participation form that you can include in Canvas

Learning & Writing Workshops

**CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR CLASS**
In-class workshops focused on writing, learning, and studying strategies, available on all three campuses.
- Workshops can be in lecture or tutorials
- Click for the workshop request form

Academic Success Kits

**SLC’S TOP STUDY & WRITING RESOURCES**
Promote student success with “bite sized” study and writing resources.
- Academic Success Kits are available in Canvas for students to self-enroll
- Import into your Canvas courses

Celebrate Student Excellence

**HAVE AMAZING STUDENTS?**
Invite them to get involved with the SLC by
- becoming a volunteer Peer Educator
- writing for our blog, In Common
- entering our annual writing contest

A QUICK GUIDE TO THE SLC FOR SFU INSTRUCTORS
CHECK OUT THE SLC ONLINE: LEARNINGCOMMONS.SFU.CA